Waystar Clearinghouse Enrollments: A Step-by-Step Guide on
How Setup Works
OP RCM aims to make your onboarding process as smooth as possible, and one of the
ways we do that is by assisting with EDI, ERA, and EFT enrollments. Your implementation
specialist will help with this process when you contract with OP RCM.
Most carriers automatically enroll in electronic data interchange (EDI) claims. However,
there are exceptions, including some BCBS and Medicaid plans. In these cases, we create
those enrollments through the Waystar dashboard, which looks like the image below.

When it comes to enrollments, we always start by enrolling in claims, remits, and eligibility.
After we request the initial enrollments, there are various scenarios that may arise, and
these will require your practice to complete tasks on your end.
Most often, carriers require that your practice completes electronic funds transfer (EFT)
enrollment before we can help with electronic remittance advice (ERA) enrollment. We
manage these requests, also through the enrollment dashboard in Waystar.
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From there, OP RCM goes through the following steps.
●
●
●
●

We download instructions for each carrier.
We complete the enrollments after your practice sets up the EFTs.
We print any special forms that require a provider signature.
We check on any pending items as they move through the enrollment process.

One thing that’s important to note: There are often several steps to complete before we can
receive the ERAs. When one step is finished, the request will move to the next phase of the
enrollment process.
If your RCM implementation specialist or process improvement specialist provides
instructions or forms that require your signature, complete the necessary tasks as quickly as
possible. Keeping the process moving means it will be easier to receive payments and the
ERAs necessary to post the payments.
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